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INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 
INTERNAL SECURITY BRANCH 

ALL INFORMATION CONTA
INED 

HEREIN 1S UNCLASSIFIE 
, DATE JO BY ! 

Reorganization = 1955 

_ The intelligence Division (ID) was known as the 

Domestic Intelligence Division (DID) in January, 1955, and was 

composed of four sections: internal Security, Espionage, 

Liaison, and Central Research. Principal cases supervised in 

the DID in January, 1955, were Espionage, Internal Security and 

Nationalistic Tendency niatters, 

In August, 1955, the Internal Security Section was the 

volume section in the DID. It. supervised investigations 

conducted under legislation, such as the internal Security Act 

of 1950, Communist Control Act of 1954 and the Smith Act of 1940. 

It also handled investigations of communist front organizations 

and of subjects involved in possible violations of the 

Neutrality Act, and Sedition, Treason and the Federal Train 

Wreck. statutes and the Labor Management Relations Act. In 

addition, the Internal Security Section was responsible for the 

handling of violations of Federal injunctions, security informants, 

- Alien Enemy Control and related matters, and the Security Index. 

The Smith Act cases alone demanded considerable time because of 

the aspect of. prosecution involving subjects of these cases. 

The Internal Security Section was confronted also with the 

prospect that the Supreme Court might uphold the Subversive 

Activities Control Board order requiring registration by the 

Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) and its members with the Attorney 
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. Ceneral of the’ United States. It was anticipated that, if the 

CPUSA and its members refused to register, a heavy burden 

relating to prosecution of the organization and its members 

would be placed on the Bureau and, consequently, on the 

Internal Security Section. 

: It was concluded, therefore, that by dividing the 

Internal Security Section into two sections, each headed by a 

3 Section Chief, tighter controls over the supervision of the 

various classifications could be maintained and the vast amount 

ene moee effectively handled. Based on this analysis, the 

Internal Security Section of DID was divided into two sections 

during August, 1955. They were identified as the Internal 

Security Section and Subversive Control Section. The new 

Internal Security Section was made responsible for all sub- 

stantive violations of Federal statutes involving the internal 

security and the Security Informant Program. The Subversive 

Control Section was assigned the supervision and maintenance 

of the Security Index, the Emergency Detention Program and 

maintenance of the Attorney General's portfolio. 

OE ee ee ree 
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Prior to the division, the Internal Security 

section had a total of 130 employees, which included. 59 

Special Agent: Supervisors. A total of 57 employees remained 

in the newly formed Internal Security Section, including 24 

Special /zent Supervisors, a Section Chief, and Number One Man. 

The Sunvexrsive Control Section was assigned a total of 73 

employees including 31 Special Agent Supervisors, a Section 

Chiefl, and Number One Man. 

Subsequently, the finding by the Subversive Activities 

Control Board that the CPUSA was a communist-action organization, 

and, therefore, required to register with the Attorney General, 

was upheld by the U. 5S. Supreme Court in June, 1961, As 

anticipated at the time of the reorganization of the Internal 

security Section, the CPUSA and its officers and members refused 

to register. Failure to register was subject to criminal 

sanctions and prosecutions of the Party and its members were 

instituted. 

Subversive Investigative matters being handled by 

the FBI in 1955 numbered 56,975. 

se AO ae 
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DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 

* INTERNAL SECURITY - LIAISON BRANCH 

Internal Security Section 

section Chief 
Number One Man 

special Agent Supervisors ~- 24 
Clerical Employees - 31 

Total Employees - 57 

Subversive Control Section 

Section Chief 
Number One Man 

special Agent Supervisors - 3l 
Clerical Employees - 40 

Total Employees 73 

*Following reorganization of Internal Security Section in 
August, 1955. 

(See chart attached) 

: ALi. INFORMATION CONAN 

HEREIN IS UNCLASS 
DATE 
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BRANCH 

SUBVERSIVE CONTROL SECTION 
(Scs) 

PERSONNEL COMPLEMENT 

CLERICAL - 
SECRETARIAL 

33 

40 
73 

*Following Reorganization in August, 1955 
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INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 
INTERNAL SECURITY BRANCH 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

1964 Reorganization pate (ol fea. ov ghana, 
The Intelligence Division (ID) was known as the 

Domestic Intelligence Division (DID) in 1964, and the Internal 

Security Branch was composed of three sections: Subversive 

Gontrol Section, Internal Security Section, and the Liaison 

Section. Effective June 30, 1964, 112 Special Agents were assigned 

to DID. Frior to June 30, 1964, 48 Special Agents were assigned 

to the Internal Security Branch. In 1964, there were 36,918 

active subversive investigative matters and 5,622 active racial 

investigative matters throughout the United States. 

Racial unrest and related acts of violence increased 

significantly in 1964. TInvestigations and arrests arising out 

of incidents of racial violence in the South clearly implicated 

Certain elements of the Ku Klux Klan which carriaiout beatings, 

bombings, murders and other viclent raeclal actions. 

HW 55093 Doclda: 32989545 Page 9 



Reorganization of the Internal Security Branch of 

DID occurred in 1964, to afford improved supervision of the 

increased volume of information received and to chart new avenues 

of approach te effectively discharge our responsibilities in the 

potentially explosive racial field. In July, 1964, supervisory 

responsibility for investigation of racial matters, racial 

informants, Ku Klux Klan and related groups together with the 

development of informants concerning these matters were transferred 

from the General Investigative Division (GID) te DID. Five 

Special Agents and approximately 1,350 cases were involved in 

this transfer. Three Agents formed the Racial Intelligence Unit 

in the Subversive Control Seetion and two Agents formed the 

Racial Informant Unit in the Internal Security Section. In 1965, 

there were 37,818 active subversive investigative matters and 

10,557 active racial investigative matters throushout the United 

States. 

In 1963 and 1964, a number of significant and fast- 

moving events occurred which directly or indirectly influenced 

the reorganization of the Internal Security Branch in 1964. A 

brief summary follows: (1) In June, 1964, three Civil Rights 

workers on their way from Philadelphia to Meridian, Mississippi, 

«fe 
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. disappeared without a trace. Their abandoned automobile was 

later discoverad, completely burned out. A massive search 

involving FBI Agents and other law enforcement personnel was 

conducted, and 44 days later the three missing victims were found 

beneath an earthen dam near Meridian, Mississippi. ALL had been 

shot at close range. The ensuing investigation determined that 

members of the Ku Klux Klan of Mississippi, were involved in the 

disappearance of the three victims, and a Klan official was sub- 

sequently convicted on Civil Rights charges. (2) One of the 

most notorious and widely publicized murders involving Klansmen 

oeourred on July 11, 1964, when Lemuel fenn, a Negro educator 

from Washington, DB. G., was killed by a shotgun. blast near 

Athens, Georgia. Penn, an Army Reserve lieutenant colonel, was 

driving back from a training session at Fort Benning, Georgia, 

with two other Nesro reservists. A group of Klansmen from the 

Athens, Georgia, area, Were subsequently arrested and charged with 

the murder. (3) The Klan has been responsible for bombings, 

dynamitinges, and other terrorist acts, and Klan history has been 

replete with acts of violence. At a Klan meeting in South 

= oe 
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Carolina, in September, 1963, a Klan official announced the 

bombing of a Negro Baptist Church in Birmingham, Alabama, in 

which four children were killed. All of the £1fty members 

present applauded what they considered to be the "good news." 

Attached is a 1964 FBI Organizational Chart for the 

Internal Security Branch of DID. 
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DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 
INTERNAL SECURITY BRANCH 

1964 

ASSOCIATE 
DIRECTOR 

on 

i f 

5 a , 

ASSISTANT TO 
|THE DIRECTOR 

ASSISTANT 
DIRECTOR 

rat oy n a 

; ad D 

INTERNAL SECURITY 
BRANCH 

SUBVERSIVE CONTROL 
SECTION 

17 Agents 
36 Agents 

INTERNAL SECURITY 
SECTION 

19 Agents 

LIATSON 
SECTION 

le Agents 
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Reorganization. Se tember 196 

Prior to September, 1967, the Internal Security Branch 

consisted of two sections namely, the internal Security Section 

- and the Subversive Control Section. A review of the work being 

handled by the Internal Security Branch was made and it was 

recommended and approved that the branch be reorganized and 

the Subversive Control Section be renamed Racial Intelligence 

section. This reorganization was put into effect utilizing 

existing personnel. 

The reorganization was made, in view of racial violence 

that had occurred in several cities in the summer of 1967 and 

the rise to prominence of young black leaders with "black power" 

and revolution as their goals. For example, the Student | 

Nonviolent Coordinating Committee changed from a cooperative 

effort by whites and blacks to an all-black organization 

advocating violence. Black revolutionary organizations with 

such leaders as H. Rap Brown and Stokely Carmichael were 

prevalent and associated with violent demonstrations and 

rhetoric. 

“Under the new organization of the branch the Internal 

Security Section handled all matters relating to domestic 

-gubversive organizations and individuals associated therewith. 

This section also continued to handle security informant matters. 

HW 55093 Docld: 329869546 Page 14 
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The Racial Intelligence Section handled all cases 

involving investigations with racial connotations including 

black and white hate groups, black nationalist organizations, 

" 
associated individuals and racial informants. z 

This reorganization enabled a concentration of 

supervision specifically related to the type of activities 

and individuals involved. For example, the investigation of 

the murder of three civil rights. workers near Philadelphia, 

Mississippi. which occurred in June, 1964, eaknesed with the 

successful prosecution in October, 1967 of seven defendants in 

U. &S. District Court in Meridian, Mississippi. This investigation 

which was substantively handled by the General Investigative 

Division was a product of coordination between that division 

and the above Racial Intelligence Section which provided 

much of the klan background information assisting in the 

investigation and also provided for invaluable informant 

input. This case essentially broke the back of the klan 

groups in Mississippi at that time. 

The Anti-Vietnam War Demonstration in Washington, 

D. C. (WDC), in October, 1967, is illustrative of the 

extensive potentially violent demonstrations that were occurring 

throughout the country during that period. Original plans 

for these "spring mobilization" demonstrations called for up 

to 1 million demonstrators to be in WDC and information was. 

“developed -that they would take part in civil disobedience, 

turning in of draft cards, and various acts of violence. 

| AW 55093. Docld:32989548 Page 15 
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Approximately 35,000 persons participated in the efforts, 

SSE PS FP PSE? D. a most of which were directed at the Pentagon with approximately 

600 persons being arrested. Statistics don't reflect the 

a, oN 
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attendant verbal and physical attacks against law enforcement 

and guard officials nor do they account for problems which 

arose as a result of the general immorality displayed by a 

percentage of those demonstrators. The rioting following 

the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr., on April 4, 1968, 

received more effective and concentrated supervision under this 

reorganization. 

The massive anti-war demonstrations and racial violence 

‘prompted President Lyndon B. Johnson to declare that "the 

looting and arson and plunder and pillage which have occurred 

are not part of a civil rights protest. It is no American 

right to loot or burn or fire rifles from the rooftops." 

He further stated that those in public responsibilities have 

an immediate obligation to end disorder by using "every means 

at our command..." and "if your response to these tragic events 

is only business-~-as-usual, you invite not only disaster but 

dishonor" and "violence must be stopped quickly, finally, and 

permanently." 

The case load in 1967 in subversive matters field wide © 

was 33,919 and in 1968 it was 36,154; in extremist matters in 

1967, 9,457 and in 1968, 13,740. 
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The propriety of this reorganization was borne out 

by increased work load assignments brought about by the 

passage of the Anti-riot Laws and the Gun Control Act of 1968. 

(Reorganization chart attached. ) 
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ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

Internal Security Branch Espionage Research Branch 

Internal Security Section, Racial Intelligence Section 

Section Chief . Section Chief 

No. 1 Man | No. 1 Man 

Security Informant and Bla ck Nationalist Unit 
Special Records Unit (5 Supervisors) 
(3 Supervisors) 

Racial Informant Unit 
Communist Infiltrated (3 Supervisors) i 
Groups Unit ! 
(3 Supervisors) Riot and Racial Disturbance Unit | 

(3 Supervisors) 
Subversive Splinter Groups Unit 
(2 Supervisors) Klan, White Hate, and Nationalist Unit | 

(5 Supervisors) - 
Communist Party, USA Unit }—-_--___._- | 

-1(3 Supervisors) 

Special Cases Unit 
(2 Supervisors) 

Subversive Individuals - West Unit 
(3 Supervisors 

subversive Individuals - East Unit 
‘ 1(3 Supervisors) 

.fotal Agent Complement Total Agent Complement 
(Including Section Chief (Including Section Chief 
and No. 1 Man): 21 and No. 1 Man): 18 

Total Clerical and Total Clerical and 
Stenographic Complement Stenographic Complement 
(Including Front Office (Ineluding Front Office 
Secretary and Clerk): 24 Secretary and Clerk): 18 
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INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 

INTERNAL SECURITY BRANCH 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN }SU BY gk 

Reorganization, February, 1 DATE el 

On 2/21/73, the Domestic Intelligence Division was 

reorganized and the name changed to Intelligence Division. Under 

the new organizational structure, the Internal Security Branch, 

formerly the Internal Security and Research Branch, was broken 

down ito three sections designated as IS-1 (Extremist Intelli- 

gence); IS-2 (Internal Security); and IS-3 (Research). In tue 

restructuring, work formerly handled by the Revolutionary 

Activities Section and the Internal Security Section was 

combined into one section called the Internal Security section. 

In addition, the unit handling bombing matters under the 

former Internal Security Section was transferred to the newly 

reorganized Counterintelligence Branch of the Intelligence 

Division. Under the new organizational set~up, the Internal 

Security Branch was organized so that all domestic security 

work would come under that Branch. Organizational change was 

brought about because of the wind-down of the Vietnam War and 

in light of public clamor concerning domestic security 

investigations. Changes were made to provide coverage in the 

foreign field which had dropped to a dangerous level and to 

reassure the public of the FBI's restraint in domestic 

security programs. As a result of the organizational changes, 

the proposed agent complement‘for the newly formed Internal 

ssa 9GO546 "Page 19: ; . Le ee = 
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Security Branch was 61, a decrease of 10 agents of. the 

previous figure of 71. These individuals were included 

in the proposed agent complement of 63 for the newly c 

organized Counterintelligence Branch for a total Intelligence 

Division complement of 124 agents. 

The case load in 1972 in subversive matters field 

wide was 45,956, and in 1973 it was 29,089; in extremist 

matters in 1972, 22,589, and in 1973, 22,122. (Reorganization 

- Chart Attached.) 
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FBI ORGANIZATIONAL CHART 
INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 

INTERNAL SECURITY BRANCH 
FEBRUARY, 1973 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

internal Securit Branch, 

IS-1 (Extremist Intelligence) 
Present Agent Complement - 21 
{Proposed Agent Complement - 23 

TS-2 (Internal Security) 
Present-Agent Complement ~- 16 
Proposed Agent Complement - 28 

|IS-3 (Research) 
Present Agent Compiement - il 
|Proposed Agent Complement - 10 

~-(Revolutionary Activities) 
Present Agent Complement - 23 
Proposed Agent Complement - Abolish {Proposed 

Total Present Agent Complement - 71}|Total Present Agent Complement - 53 
{Total Proposed Agent Complement -61}/Total Proposed Agent Complement - 63 

Counterintelligence Branch 

CI-1 (Espionage) 
Present Agent Complement - 22 
Proposed Agent Complement - 20 

‘ICI-2 (Sino-Satellite) 
Present Agent Complement - New 
Proposed Agent Complement - 16 

CI-3 (Nationalities Intelligence) 
Present Agent Complement - 21 
Pp qd A 

CI-~4 (Liaison) | 
Present Agent Complement - 10 

Agent Complement - 10 

Total Division Present Complement - 12 
Total Division Proposed Complement - 124 
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INVESTIGATIVE MATTERS RECEIVED 

SUBVERSIVE INVESTIGATIONS 
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INVESTIGATIVE MATTERS RECEIVED 

INFORMANTS AND 

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES 
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Intelligence Division : 
Internal Security Branch 

_ = a | ee CASEI a 

1970 ‘Reorganizetionel ‘Plen ‘OATE Le ween 6 i sfistiaa\ ny 

In 1970 there were 30 2002 subversive matters and 

19, 707 extremist matters being supervised by the Intelligence 

: otviston, The Interne! Security-Resee reh Brench experienced 

7 _ 6 substantiel Lacrease in work load during this time period. | 

the Intelligence Division was ‘reorganized in 

| December, 1970, The increased volume of work in New Left and 

ee ‘Bleck Netionalist violence-orientad cases slong with ea decline 

in espionage and releted casas necessitated this organizational 

| A tlew Left ‘Section was created white the Soviet 

| and Sino-Setellite Sections were combined. The Raciel Section 

was moved to the Ysplonege-Re cial Branch from the Tnternal 

. Security-Kesearch Branch to ellow for wore balanced © 

‘administration within the Intel Ligence Division. 
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Intelligence Division. - 

Internal Security Branch 

| | . oi i971 there vere 37 ’ 137 subversive fiatters: end 

. 26: Bl extremist. aeeters being supesvised by tthe Intelligence - 

“pivistoa.. Thie Latel ligence: Divicien' 8 inereased work lood . 

: | | ‘wae efficiently administered with. a ‘edatetonsl, supervicory | “if 

. peteonnel necossery as D result of this reorgenization. | 

| ee ‘Attached 40 the 1970 ¥St Caganigatione} Chore: for. 

a Tatelligence Security -Rasearch a Bonestic Intell Igence | 

"tviston. 
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6 FBI ORGANIZATIONAL onan 
DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 

1970 

ESPIONAGE - RACIAL 

BRANCH 

ESPIONAGE SECTION 

26 Agents 

16 Agents 

RACIAL SECTION 

- racket: 17 Agents 
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ASSISTANT TO | 
THE DIRECTOR 

NATIONALITIES 
INTELLIGENCE SECTION 

DIRECTOR } 

ASSOCIATE | 
| DIRECTOR 

== 5 2 

ASSISTANT 
DIRECTOR 

SECURITY - INTELLIGENCE 
BRANCH 

INTERNAL SECURITY 
SECTION 

2cO Agents 

RESEARCH SECTION 

16 Agents 

NEW LEFT 
SECTION 

: 22 Agents 

New Left Section created in 
Security-Intelligence 

Branch, 12/70 
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Domestic intelligence is a comprehensive product 

~ resulting from the collection, evaluation, set ien; analysis, 

and interpretation of all available information relating to 

threats and potential threats to the cera security of the 

United States posed by groups and/or individuals within this 

country. Pursuant to Presidential Directives, instructions 

of the Attorney General, statutes and Executive Orders, the 

FBI obtairs this product through investigations which are 

inaeieted to determine if violations of Federai laws relating 

' to Rebellion or Insurrection, Advocating the Overthrow of the 

Government, Sedition, or other applicable Federal statutes are 

being committed, and to advise officials of the Executive 

Branch of Government of such activities so that an informed 

assessment of the threat can be made. 

Intelligence collection is the gathering and possession 

of knowledge. The area to which the process is applied. supplies 

the characteristics of the process. _ Intelligence collection is 

done by investigation. The collection of intelligence for 

internal security purposes can rightly be called internal 

security investigation. The comparison of an internal security 

: investigation to a criminal investigation will show no great 

distinguishing features. Both utilize basically the same 

: 

B ’
 

‘ pate tt 
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a techniques. What distinguishes the two areas is the goal of 

each. A criminal investigation seeks prosecution. An internal 

security investigation seeks to prevent the illegal overthrow 

or destruction of the established system of government. . 

This is the primary goal. Prasecutions do occur but they are 

admittedly infrequent, and are not the ultimate accomplishment 

of an internal security investigation. Therefore, intelligence 

investigations are primarily concerned with the potential of 

illegal activity while criminal investigations are premised on 

the occurrence of a specific act. 

There are two basic kinds of internal domestic intel- 

ligence investigations: (1) the general assessment and (2) the 

assessment of a particular group, individual or incident. 

General assessments of potential for violence and civil disorders 

are collected to provide the Executive Branch with a knowledge 

regarding the potential problems with which it must deal. This 

information is gathered nationwide from sources whose reliability 

or good judgement has been displayed in the past. 

| Contrasted to general assessments in geographical 

areas are investigations which are directed at specific 

individuals and pean bean ones They are investigated because 

their activities include possible violation of Sedition, 

Docld:329895486 Page 30 
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Treason and Overthrow of the Government statutes. Whether the 

statute has been violated or will be violated is unknown to 

begin with, for if the FBI waited for all the elements of the 

violaticns to occur, there would be no law to enforce or govern- 

ment to enforce it. 

some allegations or indications of subversion are 

insignificant and require minimal information to refute or 

to place them.in their proper perspective. Because an 

allegation appears insignificant does not mean it can be 

handled quickly. While it may eventually be determined that 

a person poses no threat, an investigation is required to make 

that determination. Additionally, the experienced investigator 

knows that the full value of an item of information may not 

be immediately realized. Often,- an item of information triggers 

an investigation only after it has been reviewed in context 

with other facts. 

Other allegations of subversion are not insignificant 

and have proven to be of such stature and importance to require 

special marshalling of Bureau resources to more efficiently 

gather the information needed. Toward this end, special 

administrative devices are established to better catalog the 

knowledge possessed to allow for better investigative correlation, 

comparison and assessment. 
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The FBI's programs designed to marshal resources 

concerning specific groups or incidents will be discussed 

in some detail in this briefing. 
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e. INTERNAL SECURITY @ sov,. 1875 
THREATS — SUBVERSIVE 

1955 ~ 1975 

| In the domestic intelligence, or counter-subversive, 

field, the FBI's primary concern in the time period of about 

1955 was the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), and Socialist 

Workers Party (SWPP). Both are disciplined and structured 

subversive organizations whose sole reason for existences is 

to bring about the violent overthrow of our Government and 

institution of a dictatorship of the proletariate, Of the 

two, the CFUSA was, and continues to be, the most dominant and 

resourceful, | 

The CPUSA joined the Communist International (Comintern) 

in 1921, accepting fully the 21 conditions for membership, 

including unqualified allegiance to the soviet Union, Passage 

of the Yoorhis Act in 1940 (subject to foreign control) caused 

the CPUSA to disaffiliate from the Comintern in preference to 

registering with the Attorney General, During World War If, 

the CPUSA changed its name to Communist Political Association 

(CPA) in line with Soviet efforts to solicit support of the. 

United States, In 1945, with the war threat over, the Comsunist 

Party Soviet Union (CPSU) ordered the reconstitution of the CFUSA 

as a militant, Marxist-Leninist organization, 

Prosecutions against the CPUSA and its leaders occurred. 

The Smith Act-trials in 1948-1949 convicted 104-persons. In 

1957 the Supreme Court ruled the Government must prove “incitement 

to action" to sustain prosecution and the convictions were set 

ayiATiON CONT
AINED 

Ate RA svepanonllry 
DATE ( 
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aside, These prosecutions resulted in the -CPUSA operating in 

a. largely underground level from 19512 to 1955, 

The above trinls, along with similar prosecutions of 

James P, Cannon and other SYP leaders, passage of the Labtv = 

Management Relations Act of 1947, the Internal Security Act of 

1950, the Communist Control Act of 1954, and the Labor = Nannre- 

ment and Disciosure Act of 1959 disclose a hirh level of interest 

$m communist activity by the public, Congress and the Executive 

Branch, The FBI rencted to the extensive communist activity 

and related lcgisilstion of that period by committing mannover 

‘and resources to these investigations, 
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This situation remained somewhat stable until the 

mid-1960s. The Vietnan conflict was becoming increasingly Uno 

popular and the olde-line communist groups, CPUSA and SP, 

became extremely active in organizing massive and -often violent 

protest against Government policy which in effect resuited in 

at lesest moral susvort for the communist North Vietnnmese, In 

addition, many young people, whose lives were directly affected 

by the Selective Service Systen, reacted in both peacoful and 

vioicnt opposition to the war, Out of this turmoil a number 

of canpus-oriented, protest-type grouns formed. Some of these 

“groups evolved fron protest to Marxist-Leninist revolutionary 

organizations, whose primary ain and purpose was essentinily 

the same as the oldelinsas CPUSA excent theirs was an avowed 

Rilegiance to the Third VYorld communist revelutionary forces, 

exenpilfied by Fidel Castro and his successiul revolution in Cuba, 

Yor oxaemple, the 1968-65 school year witnessed a heavy 

wave of demonstrations and violence, During that year there 

were more than 850 demonstrations on college campuses, including 

nove than 200 instances of building seizures or siteins, More 

then 4,000 individuals were arrested for their disruptive 

behavior, Danrere to school facilitics exceecaed $3 rnillicn an 

64 instances of arsons ox attermted arsons wore connitted, This 

wave of dastruction Logt one dead and over 125 injured, 

mye See od, ¢t- . ‘2.8 .4% ‘ << a. my t a ” - " 7 An unnroccdonted number of distuyvbances and incidents 
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of student-connected violence cruptcd during the 1069-70 school SCNT. | 
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Zn alnost every category measuring unrest and violence, the 

fipures increased sharply over the previous academic year, In 

1969-70 there were 1,785 dGcenonstrations on collese ca aedaew, 

Including 3i3 building seizures by rampaging students. Two 

kundved and forty-six arsons or attempted arsons and 14 instances 

of bombing attacks were committed. Nearly 7,200 arrests were made 

$n connection with these incidents, and damages excceded $9,560,055. 

Hight deaths were reported and injuries totaled 462, nearly — 

twoethirds of which were sustained by police and college orficl 

Not oniy have the colleges thenselves suffered. ahe 
* 

0) ,Burrounding comzunities have been sevorely affected, For instance, 

Willian Munstier, who directed the defense of the new famous 

Chicago Seven, who were tried sor violations o£ Federal antiriot 

‘gtatutes, spoke to a vally at the University of Californin at 

Santa Barbara on February 25, Ye told his audience that if the 

President would not Listen to the people, then it wes each 
~ 

t 

person's duty to be counted in the streets. Following the rally, 

demonstrators, ineluding college students and othor militants, 

pathered in a park in nearby Isla Vista, They burned the local 

branch of the Bank of America, It has been estimated that 

damage to the bank reached $400,000 and that, in addition, 

$29, 000 was inflicted in damarces to cher property. 

Following the U. 5. troop movement into Cambodia, 

studonts at the University of Wisconsin, Medison, Wisconsin, left 
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the campus to demonstrate in Madison, They inflicted widespread 

property damage which has been estimated at $270,000. In addition, 

the payment of overtime to police departments and the National 

Guard to control the situation during these disruptions reportedly 

cost the taxpayers in excess of $300,000. 

Another gauge of violence during this period is the 

use of bombing as a political terrorist act. During 1972 

there were 1507 bombings, 714 by explosives and 793 by incendiaries. 

Twenty~five deaths and 176 injuries were reported with a total 

property damage value of $7,991,815, 

In 1973 there were 1529 bombings, 742 by explosives 

and 787 by incendiaries. Twenty-two deaths and 187 injuries 

were reported and a total property damage of $7,261,832 was 

involved. 

Not ail these bombings were by political terrorists, 

but the bomb has become an increasingly used weapon in the 

terrorists‘ arsenal. 

The pressures from the Executive Branch, Congress and 

public for evaluation of this activity and determination of extent 

of subversive presence, as opposed to legitimate dissent, was 

severe and required extensive reallocation of resources of the 

FBT until the end of the Vietnam War. 
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From the end of the Vietnam War until the present 

Bil unas efain been faced wath a chanszing pattern of 

subversion, Without the Vietnam Wor as a popular 

public issve which could be used to reach the public throuch 

front group operations (Commmist Party, USA =~ Peopics Coalition 

for Peace and Justice) (Socialist Workers Party = National 

Feace Action Coalition) and the resultine return of public 

interest to ihternal problems and issues, tactics of subversive 

Erouss wundervent a change, Old+line grouns asain focused on 

vyacinil and labor issues consistent with their lone-ranre efforts 

ce to voeach the worsers fo Euiid a rovelution of the proleterictic, 

Racial mineoritics have aiways been viewed as Lertile reeruiting 

grounds and are propavandized as oppressed minorities, 

s - PR ee + ca . 37 * + “7 . 2? ee, Furthborance and Zomecntation of racinl and icbor strize are 
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nssaults on military and industrial recruiters, taizcovers of 

campus buildings, industrial and public office boubinss, and 

the like, Pronerty damage was in the millions of Collars nud 
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MOVOLUTIOn Cvolved iat. uss: been variously ecscrihed £5: the 

counterculture OF Riternate liteestyle, The scdherents to this 

innecuous sounding philosophy range from pacifistic, none 

conpetitive cropouts from socicty and the. acid-drug culture 

victims to the MarxisteLeninist revolutionaries operating 

Within this alternate liteestyle in an underground capacity, 

The Llntter, of COUrSeS, are of serious concern to the FRI, The 

threat of the revoluticnary within the agQliternate Tiftoestyic 

comunity in turn ranges Irom the unearirtiliated indiviaual who 

~ wy Bay -— —_ a wot 4, ao - é ma geek Sa ries T3 engercs in bombings, arsons or assassiuations in furtherance 

we 

. », abn of 4 why i -! . operating iscaliy in the same manner, to nationally organized, 

«1 : ook, ft ae + es ™ « neake 2 an aa im vr, oh, ’ ew, Wa sonhbisticated uncersround revolutionarics such as Veatieorman,. 

Yhare are currently 22 Weatherman in fucitive status, 34 others 

who nre missing nonefuritive Weatherman believed in underground 

«, a! ” ™ a 5 eto om one as FATES tw. cr ~ 2 < rr A En ew nO StLTUS, Stpperted by fyrvonanmstely 260 aALoveesround Woatachuicn. 

, ” 2.4 cmt Ayes es ayer st ik CVFY Fw reef oy Hers not $3404 Woatherman khne claincd ercdit for 26 torbkin-s and ere actucliv 

believed resrontible for a total of between 35 and 40 bombings. 

fhoiv will, revolution, on tho magcrity 

Furtihior comnouncins our problons in this grea ie the 

prolific use of Lnise identities, frernently of deeeqsen invants. 
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False Identification. The intent of this Comaittce is to try to 

rieasure the scone of the problem to law enforcement, its impact 

‘on business and dewige measures to cope with it. It should ibe 

moted that the basic problem arises from @ jocal level in that 

$n most areas births sre recorded; hevever, seldom, if ever, are 

= _ S4 * * ™ " A. ® % . + fa ct. % 2 Sad 

Ceetes mete So Set, Poser 2 2c tiie 2 ey *. 
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restraint is placed on obtaining a birth certificate. An 
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5 birth is the normal first step in obtaining a sate birth G 

certificate, which is the basis to establish a complete Lfaise 

Vy t + ates re C} C3 identity. Driver's liccuse, Socia 

etc., are then obtained to complete the identity. 

n fod fo meet its resnonsibilities in the domestic intelii-~ 

th both the visible, structured ule gence field, the PSZ must convo v 

aud disciplined revolutionary groups such as the Crouch, SYP and 

othors, along with their various front groups, as well as the more 

violence=nrone revolutionaries in the underground. ‘ 

©) f % ao ha 
~~” 
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Lt must bo boxvne in mind all of thoro greups Share 3 

) ' gommon bond of Uarxist-Leninist revolutionary fervor, Their f 

differences are in tactics. The CPUSA would anpear as a political 

| - ~~ » ad. FQ = 2 we ~% - + 3 ‘ whe 

| aiternative to the laboring meeses who would vocifercously Pache 

for their imtorests, while maching the total Ccomination and coalrsl 

of the Soviet Union, Tha ClLUOA is merely on extension of the 
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‘7 “per pe Soviet policy or interests, OSYWP rvopresents tauch the sane i 

! Yecade to inbkor, whit enerrotically continuing tc build party } 

strength for the revolution and gollow the internntional 

revolutionary concerts of Leon Troishy. Other sxailer groups 

contanue gn tic conan vein, with their own variations on the 

- HarnisteLeCbigast tacue of revolution, Nower, Jess rigidly 

structured but mere violonce«orlented subversive groups pose 

thoir violence requires J $2 OY 3S et whe a4, eae “4% X.. . 

H& oat MOVS Ga2~ea2CuUne PPESL GCCCavuas 

etiuna, often completely underground in nature, nt wore covert 
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INTERNAL SECURITY THREATS-EXTREMIST 1954-1975 

Modern extremism as it effects law enforcement 

can be traced to the 1950s and the U. S. Supreme Court 

decision in 1954 outlawing segregation in public schools. 

The Ku Klux Klan, which had its origin in the nost-Civil 

War Reconstruction days, had long laid dormant, but forced 

‘integration in the South pumped life back into it. Civil 

Rights (CR) workers championing the rights of Negroes, 

first on the issue of school desegregation, then equal 

facilities and finally voting rights, flooded the South in 

great numbers. Strong opposition by southern whites inflamed 

tempers and various Klén organizations inspired or directed 

actions against Negroes and the CR pata, which resulted 

in the Birmingham, Alabama, church bombing, murder of three 

CR workers in Mississippi, and the murders of Colonel Lemuel 

Penn in Georgia,and Viola Liuzzo in Selma, Alabama. 

The Klan and its symbol, the fiery cross, became 

synonymous with activities directed against Negroes, Jews, 

Catholics, and persons of foreign birth. A wave of floggings, 

murders, kidnappings, and assaults began in 1950 and 

continued into the 1960s. Acts of intimidation became so 

prevalent that local grand juries met constantly and 

‘hundreds of local arrests of members of the Klan took 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS U Benn 
DATE 
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place. As civil rights protests increased, bombings became 

more frequent in many areas of the South. 2 

In March, 1965, then Senator Robert F. Kennedy 

predicted violence in the South and North after Congress 

passed voting rights legislation. Kennedy said, ''I don't 

violence." 

Violence reached such 4 stage that President Lyndon 

| Johnson, appearing on national television, warned the Klan 

and instructed the FBI to intensify its investigations of the 

violence being perpetrated ane South. While Klan activi- 

ties abated, the 197Us have seen another stirring of the Kian 

in antibusing activity as well as anti-Jewish and civil rights 

issues in the Nation. Other white hate eroups such -as the 

National States' Rights Party, American Nazi Party and the 

Minutemen had their origin in the late 195Us and early 1¥6us, 

basing their philosophy primarily upon white supremacy. 

| Arising almost simultaneously with Klan activity 

was black extremism. A dissident group of former National 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) 

members in Monroe, North Carolina, under the leadership of 

~ 2 - 
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Robert Franklin Williams, fought back at the Klan. The 

Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), backing 

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and the Southern Christian 

Leadership Conference's drive for Negro rights, under te 

militant leadership of Stokely Carmichael and then H. Rap 

_ Brown struck out both at the Klan and southern police. 

Following close on the heels of racial violence in the South 

came urban riots throughout much of the United States. Tie 1965 

‘ Watts Riot in Los Angeles and the nationwide rioting following 

the murder of Martin Luther King, Jr., in 1968, were examples 

of major ierapendes experienced in U. S. cities. Black 

extremists provided the spark which ie vanced many of our cities. 

Huge conflagrations consumed Harlem, Watts, Detroit, Newark, 

and our Nation's Capital. 

In a July, 1967, address to the Nation President 

inten cebaaen declared that "'the looting and arson and plunder 

and pillage which have occurred are not- part of a civil rights 

protest.'' "It is no American right,'' said the President, to 

loot or burn or "fire rifles from the rooftops."' Those in 

public responsibility have "an immediate" obligation "to end 

' disorder," the President told the American 7 by using 
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"every neaae at our command...." 

The President warned public officials that "if your 

response to these tragic events is only business-as-usual, 

you invite not only disaster but dishonor."' President Johnson 

declared that "violence must be stopped--quickly, finally 

and permanently" and he pledged "we will stop it." 

Racial tension in this, country exploded into riots 

and racial disturbances over 2UU times bAtween 1964 and 1970. 

Statistics reported across the country showed over 25U people 

were killed, over 1U,UUU were injured, and there was over a 

quarter billion dollars in property damage. Civil disturbances 

reached such proportions that a Presidential commission was 

established and the Attorney General of the United States 

instituted a data center so as to keep Federal officials aware 

of riot conditions. 

Beginning as early ae 1963, mass demonstrations 

played a major role in this country. Student unrest became 

an important factor in demonstrations and is it came violence 

to i nation's campuses. Pronouncements Like the following 

were commonplace: 

"This is a revolution. Reformists work within 

‘existing rules and regulations; revolutionists 
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make their own rules and regulations." 

"We will use any means necessary to uphold 

the re that people of the third world 

have a right to determine what kind of human 

beings they want to be. Violence is the best 

means. It disrupts and terrorizes so that 

if people of the ied Gad are not allowed 

to determine their own kind of education, then 

nobody else on that campus wale ak any kind 

of education." 
- 

Jerry Wayne Varnado, 

Black Student Union Coordinator 

san (cetniaua Dake College, 

'Newsweek,'' 2/10/69 

Statistics presented by The Senate Permanent Sub- 

committee on Investigations of The Committee on Government 

naemaiine in a publication entitled "Staff Study of Campus Riots 

and Disorders, October, 1967 - May, 1969'' indicate the extent 

of the problem: 
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Total Colleges Involved in Disturbances 211 

Total Disturbances | 471 

Black Student Demands Leading to 

Disturbances 125 ‘ 

Total Estimated Persons Injured 598 

(The February, 197U, issue of "Security World"! stated that, 

during the period January 1 to August 31, 1969, losses sneci- 

fically traced to campus disorders amounted to $8,946,972) 

The widespread and increasingly violent nature of the 

problem prompted concern to be expressed by responsible spokes- 

men from all quarters. On ‘October 2, 1969, Senator Byrd aia 

that "events in the news in the past oa tee concerning | 

activities by militant radical groups should alert us to the 

new trouble that is brewing on the Nation's college campuses 

and elsewhere.'"'- Senator Byrd said that "all of us would do 

well to pay heed now, and law enforcement authorities should 

plan a course of action before the situation gets completely 

out of hand." : | 

Editorial comment in the September 28, 1970, issue | 

of The Washington Post was also indicative of such concern: 

a ae 
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"The college campuses have been targets 

of bombings and other violent disorders © 

...Certainly the FBI can be invaluable 

in helping to crack such cases... 

Certainly, the academic leadership must 

should local authorities ; so should the 

FBI when necessary." 

Out of these troubled times came such groups as the 

well armed Black Panther Party (BPP), spouting revolutionary 

rhetoric and engaging in acts of violence like killing police, 

or ‘offing the pig" as they expressed it. Basing their philosophy : 

upon the problems of poor and aaeay blacks, and ostensibly 

orienting their programs to community needs, the BPP and other 

violence-prone groups gained a threshold. The BPP, based in 

Oakland, California, grew from 7/5 members in 1966 to 1,00U 

members and 4U chapters throughout the U. S. by 19/U. Describing 

itself as ''the armed body for carrying out the political tasks 

of the revolution," it proclaimed the aim of the Panthers as 

"We will not dissent from the American Government. We will over- 

throw it." 

~7J-. 

be firm in cracking down on violence; so 

| 
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From its inception the BPP leaders called for members 

to arm themselves and learn how to use their weapons. The 

police were the first target in the BPP program for "liberation" 

of the black community and the violent destruction of white - 4 

America. Acts of violence traced to individuals affiliated 

with the Panthers from 1967 to 1971 resulted in the deaths of at 

enue 12 police officers and the .wounding of 71 others. 

Separatist organizations such as the Republic of New 

Africa and the Nation of Islam also offered the extremists the 

opportunity to advocate violence and the overthrow of existing 

society. Another form of black separatism emerged in the late 

60s and early 70s when large numbers of blacks turned to 

Pan-Africanism, which is generally defined as total liberation 

and unification of Africa under hinedaeia, Black eeeieee:, 

such as Stokely Carmichael, sought to achieve their goals 

through this movement. Groups such as the Congress of African 

Peoples, African Liberation Support Committee, and the All 

African Peoples Revolutionary Perty were formed by extremists 

who called for the destruction of capitalism. 

“The 1970s have produced extremism of a different 

nature. Militant Indians led by the American Indian Movement, 

‘proclaiming long years of abuse by the white man, profess 
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to champion the cause of Sicisechisin Indians. Their actions 

have resulted in numerous confrontations with authorities, 

including the takeover and destruction of both Government 

and private property. Two FBI Agents were murdered on the Pine 

Ridge Reservation in June, 1975. 

Bi-racial groups using the country's prison systems 

as its breeding ground have recently. adopted many of the 

tactics of guerrilla warfare. ee example in this 

regard is the Symbionese Liberation Army which has employed 

murder and political kidnapping to spread its message. 

Extremist groups such as the BPP, which from its 

inception promoted the stockpiling of ae. have advocated 

urban guerrilla warfare. While basing political philosophy 

upon the teachings of MAO Tse-tung and other revolutionary 

theorists, activities have been based upon the urban guerrilla 

tactics used by Arab and South meta revolutionaries. 

Robert Franklin Williams, as early as 1956, wrote that the 

‘salvation of oppressed American blacks was "a common household 

match and a bottle of kerosine.'"' Stokely Carmichael, speaking 

over Radio Havana the day after the murder of Martin Luther 

King, Jr., stated "more people are now beginning to plan 

seriously a major urban guerrilla warfare where we can Move 
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Urban guerrilla warfare, as advocated by the Black 

Liberation Army, an off-shoot of the BPP, has cad aeuadeal 

toward the overthrow of our present — of government. 

While extremists espouse causes directed against the evils 

of society, the first line of society's defense, pe pelea: 

bear the brunt of such violence. In addition to the 12 police 

killed and 71 wounded between 19€7 and 1971 by individuals 

affiliated with the BPP, extremists have been responsible 

for the deaths of 44 policemen and 35 civilians, with 158 betes: 

and 129 civilians wounded between January 1, 1971, and June 

30, 1975. Extremists and terrorists have since 1971 been responsi- 

-. ble for 127 firebombings, 17 arsons, 44 snipings, and numerous 

other extremist acts. . r 
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a SU: UEP ING | SUMMARY OF DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE BRIEFING 

‘November 17, 1975. 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED =, - | IFIED 

I. Scope and Purpose of Briefing . pate Uae aataanl ly 

,This briefing will serve as ‘an ed for the Committee 
to those activities of the FBI's Intelligence Division @urind the 
past’ 20 vears which will be covered in public hearings. The hearings 
will pertain to programs (COINTELPROs) and allegations of abuse (the 
investigation of Dr. Martin Luther -King) undertaken by the Internal 
Security Branch of the FBI's Intelligence Division. Therefore this 
briefing will be a short history of the Internal Security Branch and 
the issues raised by its activities. The activities of the Internal 
Security Branch pertain to tne FBI's efforts to counter internal 
security threats, that is, individuals and organizations perceived 
by ‘the Bureau as "extremist" or “suoversive" and not necessarily 
having any relationship to a foreign powe re Tt - does not cover the 
F2i's counter- espionage MissLOn. ==. Lets ereore Lo peerage LNG “ees 
vities of hostile foreign intelligence services -- whicn will be 
covered in an earlier briefing and which will not he che subject of 
public Meee 7 

© 

II. Internal Bacal: Threats and the POI internal Security Program 

Ay, Apeernal, Securicy Tiredis: += 1955 16 -che Pres ent 

Bureau officials will describe those ‘threats as being 
at various times the-Communist Party of the United States 
(CPUSA)., the Socialist Workers Party (SYP) and other “old 
line" structured tarxist-Leninist groups, the Ku Klux Klan, 
“Black Nationalists" (black militants and some civil rights 
organizations, e.g., Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
and Congress of Racial Equality) and the "Sew’Left." The 
Bureau officials will provide a statistical analvsis reflec- 
ting changes in the threats as Beecoived by tne Bureau for 
the period 1955-1975. 

B. The Craft of Internal Sécurity Intelligence 
Cee nn ee el en amenimnmaemmianaiaiemammmmmnannn aaa 

Bureau officials will provide a general introduction to 
the techniogues of Internal Security intelligence as practiced 
by the FBI. First, the distinction will be drawn between 
intelligence collection and tracitional criminal investigation... 
Second, the Bureau will explain theo differenca between Internal 
Security intelligenée gathering not necessarily directed at any 
particular group or individual and designed to assess a ec ori 
@.g., general intelligence on civil disorders; and more. aSGres 
sive intelligence prograns directed at particular—groups. and 
their leadership and involving COINTELPROs and criminal prosecu- 
tion. (See F. infra) 
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C. FBI Internal Security Policy 
* 

“ 
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A description of the basic policy materials on Internal 
‘Security intelligencef: —~ tAvés qa. Rens os 

uGsteiy frag ~ cot 
od. Apubversive matters” (FBI Manual, Section 87) 

- pertaining to groups advocating violent overthrow 
. of ‘the government, @.g., CPUSA, SWP and the "N 

. etre, we tem G4 8 

end tenga sope greynret OAT APE I aie IPR NOW | 
e - bere. _ ' . a 

eatin: . a : , a 

2. ,"Extremist matters" (FBI Manual, Section 122) --— 
“pertaining to groups the [FBI percei LVes as racially 
‘motivated or terrorist, e.g., Ku Klux Klan, "black 
hate groups" and neces "urban guerillas ‘ 

At OD 4008 Gaetan 8 tt gn 

3. Major changes eee seine policy -~ narrowLlng 

the scope of investigations in 1973. ns 

D. Organization of the Internal Security Branch 

OE en ee ee tee Ee ey 1. Present Organization of the-Internal Security Branch. 

2. Five Major Reorganizations in the Internal Security 
Branch as a Result of Changes in the Nature or the 
Threat 1955, 1564, 1967, and 1973. 

E. Basic Intelligence Gathering Tools 

i. Overt Collection -- Interviews and Public Source 

, i POEM B ETON: " 

Lie avert Collection through informants and esnae 
dential Sources. os 

3. Covert Collection Through’ Electronic Surveillance. 

. 
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4, Covert Collection Through Sensitive Techniques 
Terminated in 1966 -- Surreptitious Entry, Mail 
Opening, and Trash Covers. - ee." 

5. , Covert Collection Through Mail Cover, Photographic 
and Physical Surveillance 

FB. Internal Security Investigative and Neutraliz ration Programs 
Et ES OTE 

L. .Programs Involved - 

a. The Establishment of Special Indices for = 
Intensifying Investigation on Leadership 
of "Extremist" and "Subversive" Crouns 

4 
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b. COINTELPPRO’ Programs. 
“’ 
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/ 2. Major Programs 

: seles .Programs Relating to More Than One Type 
‘Of Organization -- Custodial Netention 

/ Program, Security Index, Reserve Index, 
rie and the Administrative Index. | sa 

b. Programs Relating to the CPUSA and the SWP - 
a . a . 

’ 1. “Key Figures/Top Functionaries" 

1 > di. COMINFIL " 

iii. COINTELPRO-CPUSA and COINTELPRO-SWP 

| c~. Programs Relating to the Ku Klux Klan - 

“i, AGtion Groups, Rabble Rouser/Agitator 

.+, Index, Key Extremist Program 
ere a Z : j . - ; 

Li... COINTELPRO-White Hate. cos Uk 

Cis Programs Relating to "Black Uaticnalists" - 

‘i. Rabble Rouser/Agitator Index and 
Key Black Extremist Program 

| ii. COINTELPRO-Black Nationalist 

-@, Programs Relating to’the “New Left" - 

i. Key Activist Program’ 

-ii. COINTELPRO-New Left 

3. Other Consequences of Investigations Aside From 
COINTELPRO - . 

‘a. Prosecution. 

bs. Disseminating information to other Federal 

agencies when FBI file subjects apply for 
Federal jobs or security clearances. 

| ‘ ie 
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< nas INTELLIGENCE BRIEFING 

November 17, 1: 1975 : 

ALLINF RMATION CONTAINED 
u SSIFIED : 

HEREIN "py sfaadan| dy Te Scope.and Purpose of. Briefing DATE 

/ Se bea will serve as an, introduction fox the ‘Com 

mittee «to ERGs So activities: Se the FBI's Intelligence Division 

aur che past twenty years which will be covered in public 

hearings. | The hearings will pertain ‘to programs. ele ITDLPROs) 

and allegations of abuse /CEnG* investigation O£ ‘Dr. ee 

Luther King) undertaken by the Internal Security Branch of the 
es 

—. S Intelligence eerreeeey This briefing will be a short 

. 

* 
— I ree wee 

ae ow 

” 

history of the Internal Security cee es and the issues raised 
ON e 

my its activities.’ The activitics ae the Internal Security 

Branch pertain to the FBI's efforts to counter ‘internal security 

Paneoee that is, individuals and or ganizations Seven by 

the Bureau as "extremist" or “subversive” and not necessarily 

having any relationship to a foreign Houess “tt does not cover 

» the FBI's counter-éspionage mission -- its effort to counter 

the activities of hostile foreign intelligence | services -~ } 

which will be eoueueG in an earlier briefing and which will’ not 

be: the subject. of public hearings. 

The beiering will be divided into two parts, the first 
| " effets ty Gaanter Glee Qo percusad as 
concerned with the PRI's j Derceptten-ot the major threats to 

the internal Sacueey For the period 1955 to the present, ard 

how-tho_urcau_has—attemptedte—counter that threat. This 

history of tne FBI's internal security function will be con- .« 
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‘ducted primarily by the leadership. of the Internal Security 

_ 

'Brancen. The second part will be a presentat ion of some of 

the general legal and policy issues ae by PBI eneaiaes ence 

| activities and eanere to be raised by public hearings. this: 

briefing will be conducted by Mari: Gitenstcin and other mem- 

“e bers of tne Committee staff. 
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‘+ + TI.° Internal Security Threats and the FRI Internal Security 
Program 

a RS SG, GRE RA SS LG a St Tartare eae ial Set ee OY ee ee Oe eh OS A nee tena, Sa 

A. Internal Security Th ee ~— 
=o eanee oe 

‘aaa twee ee 

1955 to Present (This. 
= section Will be wx See by Fsi- “officials. oe 

RIND ok Urs u a 

‘Bureau officia S will describe 
. bse <2 . 

tnose threats, a6 -at 
° 

Vvarious—tines tie Communist’ Party of the United States (CPUSA) ; 

‘the -Socialist workers Party (SVP), and other “old Line® ‘struc- 
Bir yh . 7 ; vs ee 

i tured Marxist- Leninist groups S$; the Ku ae Nlan; “tDteels e10n- 
“Ak ) Crrsl oe Ywsad3 snc 

ci filisants and_soneeivid rights organizations, 

, 

e+g+;- Souther ehristianbeadership—conferénce-and ‘Congress-éf 

poe eer nes and the "New Left." The .Bureau officials wild 

provide a statistical analysis reflecting changes in the threats 

as perceived by the Bureau for the Beriod 1955-1975. 

B. ae eee of Internal Security | intolligence (This: 
section will be written by IBY < oftieials. a 

Bureau officials will provide a soneres introduction 

. to the ‘techniques of.Internal, Security intelligence as prac- 

ticed by the FBI. First, the distinction will be drawn between 

intelligence collection and traditional criminal investigation.” 

o * * 
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Second, the Bureau will explain the difference between 

“Internal Security intelligence gathering De eee ene 

directod_at_any_particula:_group_or—indivigual and designed 
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to ASSESS a threat, e. ge, general cee ieee on civil dis- 

Oordcrs; and more aggressive intelligence programs directed 

caoaesn sreycyes 

aoe eee 

at particular groups and their leadership and involving COITH- 
‘ : wits Sy <a 

+ 

TELPROs and criminal prosecution. (See, F. infra.) 

iC. FBI Internal Security Policy 
aaa Roe . = 

The articulated, pol icy of the FBI with’ respect to 

iriternal ‘security threats is set oue in the FBI Manual -of 

Instructions. Section ®7*applies to "Investigations of Sub- 
« 

' 

op dak eee petnt-e cee eee lich tenements Pletal, a Geant ARC ARAN eet tatriniatt Pirate See 2 aos _versive Organizations and Individuals," and .Section 122 applies 
¢ 

cr mn... Tn ™ fo ~~ - 

Tao 4s Lor the 0. 
4 NaN do ene es Sic se eeie nel eee JP. Wot te wu 
co Lxcremis ccers ana Civis Unrest.’ (See 

present version of these sections.) 

Section 87 defines "subversive activities" ag "“activi- 

eles aimed, at overthrowing; destroying, or undermining the 

- Government of the United. states or oy ae its political suh- . 

divisions" by illegal means (See: 87. ae4.). Section 122 defines 

“extremist activities" in aie same way, but also includes 

“denying the rights of individuals under cae Constitution” 

. (See. 122, aig: seg e.). Thus the Section 122 iatietiten sh 

extremist activities appears to include subversive siete aes 

In PESGERCCy however, "extremist’ matters"*has meant matters 

concerning, violence prone groups composed of menbers of cone or. 
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another race. Section-122 is intended to cover what the 

“.. ‘Bureau calls “white hate" groups, such as the Ku Klux Klan, 

and. "black hate" groups, such as the Black Panther Party and. 

ae Sone 
-‘the Nation of Islam. . It also applies to,f#merican Ind: an 

groups such as as well as a the American Indian Movement, 

variety of terrorist organizations engaged in "urban‘guerrilla 

warfare." 

Section 37 has been applied to. the ieee of the’ 
; 

prin eon ee party and other organizat 
6 A 

oY ° 

nakions which are O2E eo 

Ip The PAs c9. 4 7 
jure descrirbes—~as: V4arnise Pechenegs Hr fab LB od | 

pause onary pore 

Under_ this: section che eRe oe has’ investiqated grouns ranging 

from Communist pany USA and the Socialist Workers Party 

‘to the National CREE egno te aoe Women , During the Vietnam 
yrds - py) 

War period, Sect tion 37 provided authority for, investigations 
~ 

of anti-war groups. 

Manual Sections 87°and 122 and the general policy of the 

. Bureau with 
Le es 

ee 

respect to internal security have changed over the 

years as the FBI's perception of internal security threats has 

| ‘changed. In ‘the middle 1950's the only internal security 

concern of the Intelligence Division was the Section 87 “sub- 

yersive matters" area. Host groups investigated under ‘that 

section were perceived by the Bureau as threats to. the internal 

security of the nation because of .some formal or informal 
€ 

relationship to the CPUSA or another “basic revolutionary 

group." Section 867 was not designed to cover the Ku Klux Klan 
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as.-1t .reomerged during the late 1950's, nor groups which . 

arose as part of. the, civil rights ‘or black wower movements. 

Het Or Pus OS, of 
Until 1964 these matters were ecvereteby phe General Inves- 

: Priions Pr ¢ 

tigative Division of the Fat,as “ariminal investigations. | + 

ane Intelligence Division gained juris diction over groups 

with race orientations in the early 1960's, when it was charged 

with administration of the predecessor oF the "extremist — 

_matters “policy area (Section 122) 42 “(NE the tame Section 122 

was captioned "Racial Matter") In effect these grouns became, 

——< 

for the Bureau, ‘threats te the internal security. ._ : 
' e . : 

Furthermore, with the evolution of the "Hew Left" and 

as a result of the anti-Vietnam War movement, the Bureau 

revised Section 387 to place less cunecrs on- the old=line, 
* 

nighly disciplined Marxist organizations that had been xnown 

as: "basic revolutionary groups..." 
. 

In 1973, the end oe the Vietnam Nar and a decrease si 
goad Concern ly iin Hay Ruarew etrta ike lean aah hile to Crnded mbeuoe Sree, 

Civil rights activitiesylea tne Ful to de-emphasize and actu- SPE are’ 
4 

| i Sip = 
7 gaia 2 Havre J ee seb ally, attempt to Limit kIT Deere activities. 

The FBI Manual received what. Bureau officials verceive as its 

most significant revision, Since 1973 the Manuial has’ required 

“each internal security case opened by the field to be related 
os 

*- 

‘to some actual or potential violation of a federal,ystatute. 

The statutory predication for an investigation must be desig- 

nated in the first report on the case made to Bureau head- ss 

quarters. ne 1973 revision ace ‘provides, however, that a 

& : 
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« 

“prediminary investigation" may be carried on for 90 days 

for the PUEROSE of establishing a statutory predication 

without notifying neeeene 208 practical ef rect of 

sanctioning these preliminary iavanbioaehons will be dis- - 

cussed in Section III. D. infra. 

, 3 a 

D. Organization of the. Internal Security Branch 

The Speen ees? of the FBI in the conduct of its internal 

security puneeica has, Like the various Manual gestions: 

changed as the FBI's perception of the threat and the result- 

‘ant workload has ‘changed. From 1955 to the present, the FBI 
: . - ° dF 

has been organized to provide maximum control by FBI head- 

quarters of the activities of the field agents who do the vast 

majority of the Bureau's investigative work. 

At present, internal security intelligence matters are 

supervised by the Internal Security Branch of the Domestic 

“Intelligence Division. (see Tab B for a chart of the: overall 

organization of the FBI.) The Special Agents of tne 

Internal Security Branch are divided into three sections. 

IS-l Section has jurisdiction over Manual Section 122 investi- 

| gations, "Extremist Matters and Civil Unrest." . IS-2 Section 

covers Manual Section 87, "Investigations of Subversive Organi- 

zations and Individuals." IS-3 is the research arm of the 

Internal Security Branch. Thus, like the Manual, the Branch 

is organized around what the Bureau perceives to be the two 
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basic threats to internal ‘sccurity: extremis t matters 
¥ “ . 

(e.g., KKK and Black -Panther Party) and “subversive matters " 

(e.g., "New Left" groups, CPUSA and Socialist Yorkers Party) . 

| 
fi. * There fave been five major reorganizations of the Intel-- 

aad Ah ha Atheletes eet tare tobe mansth ateorttonr ti ot ligence piv ston since 1955, each resultina from Sane ieee . 
aw. 

changes in the role of "extremist" and "subversive" elements 
wi 

» es z 

~ oe we Ae da ed Pe oe Pee 

‘in American Society, the FBI's perception. of -their threat to 

1@ a rae 

+ the ygevernment, anc the change in the Diviston's workload . 
* 

“din the internal security sphere. 
ese-m & Ft 

J.95 5 

In 1955 the Division yndertook a major reorganization as 

* Sunes 8 

a result of the PEecon workload of the predecessor of the 

~,  sEnternad: securzty Branch. At that time internal security 

=O) ah Ot ereh Abts ithe 2 ht matters were handled by ie weenie Security Section, which 

‘was concerned primarily with the CPUSA ana its infiltration of 

domestic seueni aeons: By 1996 the allegations of such in- 

 €ileration were sO numerous that the Section had to be divided 

: and 1ts manpower increased significantly. The total number 

' of snicarnall: security matters handled by the var had in- 

creased from to in the ‘period to 1955. The 

PBI increased eaaquactes< manpower from : to to cover 

these investigations. | 

“the effect’ of the reorganization was to create a.new 

section, tne Subversives Control Section, which concentrated 
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on allegations that individuals were either members of the 
a 

CPUSA ox front organizations. ‘The Internal Security Section 

retained responsibility for’ ae coeainins Sie Payee saueere 

were subject to Communist infiltration. hus ‘the Subversive 

Control Section conducted investi sations. of inatyeaual =, and’ 

tne one e Section conducted investigations of 
Nowak D> ena Ay alse Conlpavec| X% \nvestiqat, 

_ofganizations, as—vell--as, those individuals who were known 
“A 

tm Sv. bueustua— 
-subversives and consid ered.to be key figures Poa, OFGaniZa- 

; 
tion? s-s-tructure. t 

“tbe 1964 | : . | oe = ‘ . pos 

In [964, the Intelli- nae matters were ee eeeeesa 
w* 
. 

gence Division. A special unit was created enn the Division 

and additional manpower was provided to meet. the new workload. 

1967 
a ee 

In 1967 another major reorganization was undertaken to 
o 

“respond to the increase in workload resulting from the Bureau 

interest in black militancy and the so-called "Mew Left" 

movement. All investigations of extremist matters (black and 

white hate groups) were consolidated into one section, the 

Racial Matters Section, and all investigations of subversive. 

@ o “ % ‘ . . . | « e 

inatters (new left and old Lees were retained in the remaining 

sections. 
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—ug70” —.: | | / 
In 1970 che pavseaon was again eeorgunieed to place * 

“ greater emphasis on internal security as opnesed to counter- 

Rees matters. iis reorganization eae due pramarily 

- to the increased workload in the "Mow Lert" area created by 

the campus rebellion. ‘he reorganization had no significant 

impact on how the pivision handled internal. security MAeLenS 
\ 

other than to provide additional manpower. 

1973 | 
In 1973, the Division received its present structure. 

with the end of the Vietnam War and the decrease in black 

militancy, the D ivision was reor fanized to ene in- 

. pa,” fei “hn: x. a 

ternal security matters and  resempiasezey countor intelligence 

Manual changes of that year requiring a statutory pEedreons 

for each internal security investigation also reflected angi 

change. : ese. 2. | i 

ie _ Basic Intelligence G Gathering Tools 
* oe ae ee 

the basic intelligence satneEsng ore used by the FBI 

have depended upon the seriousness of ‘hie threats -and the 

willingness of. the courts and Congress to permit eneee use. 

Ee most overt intelligence gathering tool Ls an inter~ 

view of the subject. There are no restrictions, other than 

- internal FBI policy,: on the use of this technique. Agents 

are limited, however, by the willingness of the subject to 
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y Huyrean Ss mogk ver Larady has feed, ADO GOUNCOS Awan ot ! * 

are oF fLeLaAL records ana publ Le soureag. ‘line. of public 
- 

sources, of course, 18 unvestrictad.. in’ recent years, how- 

eel, GOUs e decisions and foderal and state Jesaislation have 

placed some. Limits On access to olicral - rucwiis. Pres Bank 

DOC net, LO 2 ecore lL Prive ety ane buckley PmMendinwn 

per ee ee = 

‘cto the bidabisse Kducation Act ‘of .1974 (2?) and a vari oly of 

stake nw federal ccininal yusiice lecislalion Lave restric- 
Z . g . é - 

* 

ted fbr access co a rich store ot dmaformatian.- Where are 
- _ = ee eT ee 

still Secords: as to which: ENOve dee NO Bets FL Se eee 2 ack 

So ee ee es ern at mer 

however; an important example ja tax return. . While baa ot. 

finds leqisiation lim iting access: lo 6fliciet): records: bos, ta 

restrictive, civil libertarians argue that the protection: 
lea os Laven, aa 

Such OL fers ts Lnadequate. 
‘ 

: The most uselul covert ntcelblicance caivhorins tool usec 

by tin: Gureau ag live informants ang cantlidantlial. sources. 

USE Ge Chee yusourc 25°45: Unrestricted be Iai alation ex 

‘ Pas ease Law. AN resarpk, 5 buddy. conduc tied Dyocthe Geral Accouki ns 

OPTI sgn lar Anse ha) ar hie: Meni] mas acre! 

Oat ek Gaga opened agaist “aehiadalia be dig qe 

informe tips. (see Tab iF) 
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"An informant LS an individual who is:‘paid by the FBI 

for information on a conesnurng basis. He is usually-a 

member of a wasaee ‘group, -and may have Joined the group on: 
a ; s 

i 
-Bureau PHSELUCEIONS «. His activities as a member of the 

group are directed and seemed bv the PD 

A confidential source is an individual who has provided _ a) 
* % . ; “ } 

information to the FRI on a confidential basis but who is 
. a . ‘ ee s “ if 

not necessarily paid for the information. According to FBI if 
- | : it 

“pe e ie} 
officials the key distinction ‘betvaen an. enrOsmane and a E 

diction eugl Contiy) - 7 , if 
confidential source is, ae A confidential source pEOvaece if 

. i 
° ’ } 

information that he has access: to because of }! ils Job ox his ig 
: : “ é + 

é _ 8 i 
€ ° é * « i ¢ 7 ° 7 ‘ Ve 

position in the: community. He does not Shean such access i 
- : * & . . Z 

at the direction of the Bureau; the information jis already if 

ne aa 3 
available tO him wnen,1s contacted by the FBI. Among in- | 

» : . £ ; . « 3 Bee j 

portant confidential sources are school administrators, news-~ 
' 

paper reporters, bank’ presidents, telephone company officials, | 

‘and law enforcement officers. In many cases the information | 

which these sources provide to the Bureau has been obtained | 
A PELE Rt \yeaus ; set 

wo im A ees : H's wnat ; ae se n 
from official records: os Pee Onecare Annee Mise been ghard 
Ue aw oh Op kid uch Stare by the Me oe pot Kfteat! ee 

“As the’ Committee will see an ‘its public hearings on® tha \ 

COINTELPRO program and on the cneounane program, both infor- 

mants ‘and confidential sources’ have been used from time to 
- 

time for purposes other than information gathering. Confiden- 

tial sources.and informants played an important role in dis- 

crediting and neutralizing FRI targets as part of the COINTEL- - 

ete ey ery tae eae Oe Oe gh Gale! beet eth hp * 

e 
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_ = PRO sprograms ® la & é | 

! : | i 
7. 7 - At present there are approximately 

paid-for information by the FBI There 

mately 

eee Sm 

ct sane Rare ae: 

are present 

- informants being 

| VY approxi- 

‘ 

FLI confidential sources. Lach year the FBI 

* 

, 

é 

‘ 

expends approximately . - on its 
| og 

informant procram 

The FPLI has very etailed policies pertaining to the 

selection and supervision of informants and confidential 

Sources and the events of th 1c information | they SUPPLY: 

Tuese policies Will be covered in ‘the Comittee S public 

hearings on Pot datocmane poe December “ 

e 

a TRC ee om 

2 
1 

a These if 
ay 7! ——e 7 

‘ ( “c.. * | 

will ve the first comprehensive: public hearings on ths nae 3 a 4 
Until.197?, electranic surveillance Was anOGae e very im- 

#2 

wt oe NELADEs 

searerseee ce 

aese 

portant covert intelligence gathering - technigue used by the 

- Internal Security Branch and its predec x essors. In 1972, 

nowever, the Supreme Court held thi ty unless ess the PBI had reason 

to believe that its: targets are. agents of foreign governments, 

wees 
Lon 

te oe er ) 

Lp denaetadine bot mee 

a ae eres nan s eee rer mnrinate O 4 

‘< 

“ 
os 

it 
the Bureau cannot engage in wiretapping or microphone sur- i 

t | bY I ‘veillance of American citizens without a court warrant The i: 

! | | . . i 4 
FBI's use of Eee een ea aS the Supreme Court's Gecision, | 

' i 
% and a.raft of Congressional- proposals on the Si ene aye been i 4 

414 
‘ explored on several occasions by ce subcommittees of the . : 

senate Judiciary. Committee and-the House ‘Judiciary Committee 

Electronic surveillance per se’ will not be the subject of 

public hearings by this Comnitteeé 

pag the 8 eine ertnes tanner Pity Met wet 
sep Bio BOE A 

i 
-. Hearings will touch on 

| ; 4 
specific cases of alleged abuse of this technique, including $ § 

PaK 29.8 ae ares -- ‘ 
Rpovaehh : 3 aan c.f eae he “aye ybe ols Clee “ AZ. ; _ Mewes aX ; a 
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the "Kissinger 17" wiretap, for use in the Conmittec's final 
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report. 

. FBI policy on the. use of electronic surveillance £Ou 
: | 

/ ee security purposes was never articulated in Les 

Manual of Instructions. 
e 

“ako 

~ the use OF electronic surveillances, Cone eee ys will be ‘covered 

ina separate pee iefing immediately precesing the pres sentation 
gait 

> » * ' 

Sernmarneateabate hip ginger ephinan < trtaet » A ay 
¥ 

(of the public hearings on the PBI’ Ss investigations of-Dr. Kang 

dev mw eh 
ar the Southern Christian Leadersnip Conference. 

—_ Ee i we mle 

. 

Until’ 1966, the FBI used ‘a number of other sensitive 

era 

oo 4% oo ab 4 

artim pte a a Of ieee te ashi shtnitlnten ety on 

covert techniques against internal security targets. These _ « 
: e . - 

. included su reptitious entry or “black bag jobs", mail sur- 

veillance, and trash covers. -Director Hoover ordered use of 

surreptitious entry Be rnneeces sn 1966. (See eer fora 

- : recent a memorandum sideestana that not ee were such 

operations engaged in against donestic targets ‘PELOL, CO LOG, 

-but have besn conducted since enane ys 

009 ate slit tt aliriaaprintine en Peasares Mts a atin, aint grate ati ella WRN FT HA A ater ot tall ty Pbiee 

physical and photographic surveillance are covert’ techniques 
s 

that cont tinue to be used by ‘the FBI. The King case is a -good 

‘example of ee use of such techniques. In the six years 

Dr. King was under investigation, he was subject to either 

physical or photographic. surveillance on at least occasions. 

8 Babee! 0 tas catnerdeee ante trnsetitrthe tains oo hid Heme 5 Patned * owehe ey 

There are no‘comprenensive Bureau policies on the use of : 
aol 

these techniques against ue Tne LSe Cues ty targets; neither i 

are there federal statutes or court decisions which place any 
e 
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meaningful restrictions on the use of phys sical ox photo- 

— sugves lances 
Ne’ Internal Secu 

cn pects Costa 
Ey Branch» or its predecess SOLS oes 

~~ 
Se 
at NL 

vit 

from time to time created both a) Spe Lal‘inves eo 
oom 1, 

a 

programs and L) until April 1971, specialized e: tralegal 

programs of "neutralization and harassment" calice COINTEL~ 

PROs. ‘he special investigative programs were designed Ess’ = 
a s.% \ 2 

t6 give headquarters administrative control. over field inves- 

tigations of the "extremist" and "subversive" Grouns and 

were oct ereausnely ceavicterieen By tne Gevelosnent of 

ae specialized indices: hese indices gave headquarters ‘a. 

mechanism by which to int ens if Ev investigation on the Most 

serious o£ the threats 7 usually the Seen or a move- 

Rents, 7:5 we wilt See, later. ina ogee at ay MAL INGS,¢ 
| Kndindiiak ontideandiaes RE Spe A BOS 4 

some ‘of. the, indiess were used to target individuals For 

COINTELPRO action ae other$ were used as a master list 

for detention in times of national emergency. 

_ COINTELP RO grew out of the FBI's rrustration over the 

legal tools which it had-available for use against what it 

_ perceived as the most serious.internal security threats. 

eee in 1955 with the CPUSA, the Bureau decided that 

because of interpretation by the courts, such laws as the 

Smith Act eouaa not control the threat of communism in Ameri- 
—_ 

can socicty. It therefore began A Geet Prograit -- CPUSA, 

COLMTELPRO ~- to apply against the CPUSA and its members the 

Oe. 2 ten ew ee ites & th 
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‘manifested in the "New Left." 

‘the techniques of counter-espionage, oe IACI "nisinfor- 

mation" and “double cross." These techniques were first 
ie | ; 

7 a . . a : ue hg a ° 

used by the British aqainst the Gcernans curing wWLI but were 
‘ 
é 

i perfected ee CIA and PRI against tue Soviets during the « 

Gold War. In CPUSA- COINTELPRO the Bureau one: by covert 

means to ‘disrupt the party by exploiting factionalism and 

to discredit the party in’the eyes of the American public. 

As other tnreats _ the Bureau applied similar technidues' 
* AvowAL 

against other, U. -S. citizens which it labeled as "subversive" 

ae "extremist" -~ the Klan, leadershsp in the civil Eigats 

movement, black"Wilitants and the anti-war movement.as 

The m oy Lt. ~~ 
or investigative programs included general programs 

a vected. at ail internal security threats. Among these were 
t 

a series of indices initia! ted in 1939 as part of a program 

of identifving individuals who the IBI perceived as Seu anne: 

‘threats to the internal eae an case of national emergency. 

At various time, Lists of persons who posed such threats were 

now as the Custodial. Detention List, the Security Index, 

and the Administrative ‘Index. It was anticipated that individ- 

uals on these indices would. be detained or considered for 

detention or for more intensive surveillance if such: an 

emergency were to develop. The detention Sip eecended tts 

statutory authority Wicete LL Of the Internal eee aE Rey Act of 

- 

1950) and survived an explicit SAGE by an Attorney General to 

1 

woe f ter Sed ne Bde arf 

Satria Atailichadanaribantines neh deberatauaiedicieet nasheed | 

rad erent n pathname Lamm apea ~ 
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Title. II detention provisions in 1971, the Bureau continues 
oe or | 

- . 

/ to methteit a list of about 15,000persons who were included | 

7? the Se curity Index for detention purposes. A list of about 

1,200 persons, aewa as the Administrative Index, is based on : 

‘names selected from the Security Index. ‘Persons on that list 
“ ' " . 

terminate the program in 1943. Even since the repeal of the a7 
a = , 

. 

: 

| 
are described by the Bureau as current threats to - inter- — 

q 
« j ? 

e "s ” ; ‘s » j 

nal security. - os ee . 5 | 
7 : | 

'" the PBI maintained a special index, the aii is ita 5 al 

and ° +° 1. : , : 7 i 

While’ statutory authority roy tie detention  Pprogram-ex2rSted, : . 

Tae -individuals who might, be cgndidates for the Security ‘Index: 

and ultimately for detention. whats the Justice Department {i 

! 
supervised the Security Index, no one outside the FBI knew 

about the Reserve Index. = | 

Other orograms were directed primarily at the CPUSA and u 

other semis Gere sn oaeiens. ana their fronts. “Leaders ‘of © 

é 

Functionaries, 
® 

the Party received: special HIVES ELISE Te attention. "Top ; 

the highest level leaders ship of the Party, and | 

| tg 
"Key Figures, ne second coco etait. ia wacdnaedn 

in the Se ecurity Index and tabbed oo priority detention. 

While investigative reports on most Security tides ‘euaaoeue 

were required only annually; quarterly reports wero required 
| 

“ for Too Functionaries, and semi-annual renorts were required 

for Key figures. : o 
{ 
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- scope, directed at individuais and organizations not desig-~ 

SCLC were part of this progran. ] a 
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a 
Organizations which the Bureau nad reason to eal ave 

were being infiltrated by CPUSA were investigated under the 
M 

COMINFIL. program. ‘The purpose of this investigation was to 

detemaine whether. ne organization, Was under the “domination 
< 

and control" of CPUSA. Le SO, it was ldheled a front by che 

Bureau and referred to the Attorney General and the Subver- 

sive Activities Control Board. The investigation of Dr. King 
ne ; . 

was purportedly a COMINFIL investigation of. the.Southern 
‘ 

“Christian. Leadership Conference. 

COIN TELP RO programs were Sonener eee ag gainst CPUSA in 
4 

(1956, and’ against the Socialist Workers Party on 1960. These 
e 

two programs combined accounteé for the Bier GG majority 

of COINTELPRO actions directed against internal security . 

targets, “- out of : (ne « CPUSA-COLNYELPRO’ was broad in 

nated by the Bureau as party.members or fronts of ‘the party. 

‘For example, some of the actions directed at Dr. King and the. 

We know of no specialized Ku Klux Klan indices or investi- 

gative programs. "Action groups" was a term:‘applied to 

violence prone elements within the Klan. As these elements 

-were identified they were. investigated on an individual basis. 
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As far as we have been able to determine, however, no list 

representing a systematic effort to concentrate investigative 

resources on cach of these groups was maintained by the Bureau. 
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Some Klan and other white hate group leaders vere included. 

an the Rabble Rouser or Agitator Index (described below) ,- 

but Mane was primarily a : List keyed to black pee ee 
a 

a ‘A-COINT "ELPRO program was created agains e the Klan and 
wf 

other white hate groups in 1964. ‘This program was one of - 

.ted only at the nighest echelon leaders , and only. ‘Operations 

Were conducted. ne ee 

Programs directed at blacks’ per:se originally were part 

of the CPUSA or COMTNIL program. The i King/Southern Chrtstian 

“Leadership Conference investigation came uncer nas latter | 

heading.” In Nori; aces Terese: the ' es eroni ce matters" 

ae aubiee (122) was revised to emphasize "black hate 

as well as “white hate" groups, and the Bureau be egan to con- 
* 

- 

 centrate on what it labeled “Black: Nationalists, * AS a 
« 

result of the urban ghetto riots, a special index was created 

.to cover the Leadership of the Black Nationalist eoeTiCns 

*" . Phis index, first Gdlied-the Rabble Rouser Index and Later 

- yYenamed the neaeator Index , also included some leaders ‘Of white 

hate groups. The Rabble Rousér/Agitator Index and a special 

list called Key Black Extremists were "establis hed to coordinate 

the investigation of black militancy, 

the—-eivil_sst<irtsmove»merrt . 

oe In 1567 a Black Nationalist COINTELPRO was established. 

the extent to which the Agitator/Rabble Rouse: Index might have - 
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' been used for COINLELPRO targeting is not !clear; althougir: 
: ; eT  — 5 - 

7. 

"4. . 

the list of Key Black Extremtsts-rastidefinitely used for 

“that purpose.’ 1 ~ 4 

Investigation of the New Left movement qrew out of Section 
af 

87 investigations of old-line Marxist groups. It intenslfied 
& é 

© in 1968 in the period leading up to the Democratic Convention | 
; t . E a < i 

in Chieco. In January 1968, a special investigative program, i 
oi . Eig : ‘ a - : 

al the Key Activist program, was established to intensify in- ; 
f See & ae os ae mY 

- vestigation on the leadership cf the Mew Left/ : | 
ao : : 

In May, 1968, a COINTELPRO, directed at the Hew Left was 7 
a oe . | ge i 

nitiated. Some individuals labeled "Key Activists" were i 

Cekwinssneliyy—selected for COINTIELPRO action, but like any in- | 8 ee ee | 
as * J ° : » 7 = ° * 7 ‘onl f | dividual Ona Bureau listeor indekkKey Activists. vere ase i 

, oe ; re : 1 : likely to be subject to COINTELPRO action -because they reccived i 

| ‘Closer investigative scrutiny. | 

a See .There were Seme consequences for the subjects of FBI 

‘internal security investigations other than COINTELPROS. 
« ; . { 

'Prosecution for violation of federal treason or sedition 

statutes did occur, but has always been rare. GOE32EEPRO I 

| . | ; aor DF ae AIS PIES pee) “Th v oo eel adalah a ; 

| : 
According to the GAO report, less than 3 vercent of intelligence 

“ . * i 

cases are referred for criminal prosecution and most of these cGu- 

for crimes unrelated to treason or sedition. 

There have been other possible consequences. An individual 
wehbe 001% oR Dees © HA 

SRO TOTS YE EN a EC CERT TIC Ae arm Y 

OR FB E-Ten, Se othoeruiee investigated ag an “extremist” ° 

‘ 

& : 
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